Programme 2015/16

welcome

Welcome to Temple Bar Gallery + Studios
(TBG+S) 2015/16 programme
Create, exhibit, engage

Temple Bar Gallery + Studios (TBG+S) is an artists community in the
heart of Dublin city centre. Founded in 1983, the building houses thirty
artists’ studios in which professional visual artists make their work.
Member artists at TBG+S work in a variety of media, including painting,
sculpture and photography and the work made in studios at TBG+S goes
on to be exhibited around the country and internationally.
At the TBG+S gallery, temporary exhibitions are presented regularly and
represent a cross section of contemporary Irish and international visual
arts practice. The gallery is open five days a week and admission is free.
The extensive programme of Talks +Events invites further engagement
with the work that takes place in the building, and is aimed at anyone
interested in developing their knowledge of visual art. The programme
includes studio and gallery tours, lectures, critical discussions, music
events, live art events and performances, readings and reading groups,
workshops and film screenings for all types of audiences. Information
about upcoming talks and events and booking links can be found on the
TBG+S website www.templebargallery.com.

Director’s Welcome
In 2015/16 Temple Bar Gallery + Studios has invited a range of artists,
curators and cultural producers to create work, which engages with
the context and surroundings of the institution, as well as the structure
of the building itself, and the artistic and creative activities which take
place here. The exhibition programme will also focus on production
through the commissioning of new work. A thematic concept
‘expanding the space’ underpins this curatorial vision.
Artists have been selected for their work around themes of emergent
identities, counter cultures, forgotten or fictional places, and the
transience of place and architecture. Aoibheann Greenan re-imagines
a new folklore around the iconic Delorean car manufacturing plant
in Dunmurry, Co Antrium. Curator Gavin Wade rethinks paradigms of
exhibition display and considers ways in which TBG+S’ building and
gallery is used and accessed. Charlotte Prodger, recent winner of the
Margaret Tait Award will show her new work, Stoneymollen Trail made
for the award. Rhona Byrne looks at the gallery as a public space, and,
Aimee Siegel, curated by Megs Morley, uses the space as a rehearsal
room for participants to interact with her film work.
The 5th edition of the Dublin Art Book Fair, takes place in November – a
highlight of the calendar – where the gallery becomes part bookshop,
part café, part social space with a focus on art books, artists’ books and
related events.
In addition to an extensive programme of related talks and events,
such as, screenings and workshops, the exhibitions will be bound
together by a new project which invites author, Sara Baume to produce
a written response to each of the exhibitions in the programme.
The resulting work, conceived as a series, will be available in print in
the gallery and online, and will be broadcast in five installments on
RTE 1’s arts programme, Arena.
Within the thematic, ‘expanding the space’, we also look forward to
working with a design team to undertake a feasibility study into how
we might reconfigure aspects of the building and how we might make it
more publicly friendly.
The programme of exhibitions and events has been conceived and
developed by Rayne Booth, Programme Curator. A curatorial advisor
panel acts as a discursive forum and plays a supportive role.
We hope that you enjoy the programme and look forward to seeing
you in 2015/16.
Clíodhna Shaffrey, Director

oppOrtun
-ities
Opportunities for Artists in 2015/16

Studios
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios offers professional artists the opportunity
to work from our rent subsidised, large and well-appointed artist
studios through three open call opportunities annually:
Membership Studios
Membership studios offer a three year tenure in a large studio at
TBG+S. This opportunity is aimed at artists who are at a developed
stage in their careers. Information – application form and guidelines
– on how to apply will be available from our website
http://www.templebargallery.com/studios/apply approximately
one month prior to the deadline. The deadline for application is
Friday 24 April 2015 at 5pm
Project Studios
Become a Project member at TBG+S and avail of a subsidised studio
within our vibrant artistic community for a period of one year. This
opportunity is aimed at artists who are developing their careers and
practices. Information – application form and guidelines on how to
apply – will be available from our website http://www.templebargallery.
com/studios/apply approximately one month prior to the deadline.
The deadline for applications is Friday 16 October 2015 at 5pm

SPACE

Studio 6 Open
Studio 6 open programme invites artists and arts groups to propose
a series of six monthly events to take place in Studio 6. These events
must be open to the public, and TBG+S will offer Studio 6 free of charge.
Projects that have taken place so far under this programme include
spoken work nights, film screenings and reading groups. There is a
rolling deadline for this opportunity so get in touch with us to discuss
your idea for how you would use the space and make your proposal.
Please note that we do not accept proposals for exhibitions in Studio 6.
Email studio6open@templebargallery.com
Studio 27
TBG+S is now in a position to offer use of Studio 27 to arts collectives
who are working towards a specific project (festival, exhibition, etc.),
as an office and meeting space in the run up to their public event.
Studio 27 has recently been used by platforms, such as PLASTIK Festival
and Dublin Gallery Map as an office and administrative base. Studio 27
is also available for short term use by any member of our alumni.
If you are interested in making use of Studio 27, please contact
rayne@templebargallery.com
Still not sure how you can get involved? Get in touch with us directly about your project
or idea by emailing info@templebargallery.com
We have a variety of space hire options for events and student exhibitions. Get in touch
about this by emailing spacehire@templebargallery.com

Graduate Residency Studio
This residency offers a free studio to one artist annually who has
graduated from an undergraduate degree in the past three years.
For terms and conditions, guidelines and an application form, please
visit our website http://www.templebargallery.com/studios/apply
approximately one month prior to the deadline. The deadline for
applications for the residency is Friday 27 November at 5pm

Image: Artists Lucy McKenna in Studio 9 and Aurélian Froment in Studio 15

Image: Drawing workshop in Studio 6

Helsinki
Artist in
Residency
(HIAP)

STUDIO
MEMBERS

Helsinki Artist in Residency (HIAP) Exchange

Current studio members, 2015/16

2015 is the ninth year of a partnership between TBG+S and HIAP, which
began in 2007. This year, TBG+S will again welcome an artist from
Finland to live and work in Dublin for a period of two months. This artist
will be selected in spring 2015 and will take up his/her studio at TBG+S
in July 2015. In May 2015, artist Barbara Knezevic will spend six weeks
in residency at HIAP, in a live/work studio on the island of Suomenlinna.

Robert Armstrong
Miranda Blennerhasset
Michael Boran
Ella de Burca
Elaine Byrne
John Byrne
Neil Carroll
Paul Coleman
Kevin Cosgrove
Vanessa Donoso López
Mike Duhan
David Eager Maher
Gerry Farrell
Sean Fingleton
Hannah Fitz

TBG+S will be accepting applications for the HIAP residency exchange
from Irish artists in December 2015. Please check our website in
December for further details.
The HIAP residency exchange is made possible by the support of the
Finnish Institute, London.

Aurélien Froment
Joe Hanly
Jaki Irvine
Dragana Jurisic
Ramon Kassam
Caoimhe Kilfeather
Barbara Knezevic
Susan MacWilliam
Maggie Madden
Sibyl Montague
Joe Moran
Mark O’Kelly
Amanda Ralph
Jim Ricks
Margaret Tuffy

Suomenlinna
Sveaborg
Kaapeli
Cable Factory

Image: Helsinki International Artists In residence Accommodation on Suomenlinna Island

Image: Artists Miranda Blennerhasset in studio 13 and Jaki Irvine in studio 30

SUPPORTERS
CLUB

Supporters club:
Get involved!

Are you a fan of what we do at TBG+S? Would you like to lend your
support to help us to produce the great art experiences you love? Do
you want to join a network of people with a dedicated interest in visual
art? If so you should become a supporter of TBG+S!
• Level 1 (€50/€25 student or unwaged) Supporters get two free
tickets to each of our special Supporters Club Talks, featuring
inspiring and insightful presentations by range of international
artists, curators, filmmakers and arts professionals. Level 1
supporters also get great range of benefits including invitations to
our Annual Supporters Club Rooftop BBQ, first preference on event
bookings to our full Talks + Events programme and a free ticket to
our live music events Summer Lightning / HeeBeeGeeBees, a gift of
a limited edition tote bag designed by artist Niall de Buitléar and a
quarterly newsletter from the Director

• Level 2 and 3 (€250/€900) Supporters can expect a range of benefits
tailored to their needs as corporate or individual members. See our
website for further details.
www.templebargallery.com/support

Image: Supporters Lily Cahill, Rob Murphy and Shane McCarthy at our Supporters Club BBQ in 2014

Aoibhean Greenan
DMC
Friday 16 April – Saturday 20 June 2015

DMC

Temple Bar Gallery + Studios presents DMC; (Dunmurry May-day
Conspiracy), a solo exhibition in which artist Aoibheann Greenan
exhibits a full-scale inhabitable diorama in the gallery. This pseudorecreation simulates the ceremonial ground of a fictional secret
society called the Draoithe Dún Muirígh (the Druids of Dunmurry) and
imagines a new folklore around the Delorean car manufacturing plant
in Dunmurry, Co. Antrim. Aoibheann Greenan’s work uses imagery
that is influenced by Utopianism, b-movies and counter cultures. Ideas
of tourism and the idealisation of other cultures which filter through
Greenan’s work chime with the location of TBG+S in Temple Bar, the
most popular tourist destination in Ireland. Her diorama mimics Temple
Bar’s often absurd attempts to perpetuate the myth of national identity
by projecting a hyperreal, faux and romanticised image of Ireland.
Aoibheann Greenan graduated from NCAD in 2010. Her solo shows include Lotus Eater,
Roscommon Arts Centre; Tahiti Syndrome, The Joinery, Dublin; Rodeo Oracle, The Lab,
Dublin and Motels and Mineral Surfaces, The NAG, Dublin. Recent group shows include;
Pallas Periodical Reviews, Pallas Projects, Dublin; For Persons Unknown, IMMA, Dublin;
Tentamen, 13 North Great Georges Street, Circling the Square, Gracelands, Limerick; EVA
International, Limerick; Around a Volta, Château de Servieres, Marseilles and, The Cloud,
Draiocht Arts Centre, Dublin. Greenan has undertaken residencies at SIM in Reykjavik,
SOMA in Mexico City and Château de Servieres in Marseilles.

Image: Aoibheann Greenan

DISPLAY
SHOW

RHONA
BYRNE

Display Show Dublin

Rhona Byrne

Curated by Gavin Wade (East Side Projects)
Friday 3 July – Saturday 29 August 2015

Friday 11 September – Saturday 7 November

Art is not exhibited, art exhibits. Display Show initiates a set of artworks
embedded with, and reliant upon, explicit conditions of display. Each
work expresses its context as a combination of functional attributes
that allow the artwork to always be in the mode of exhibiting – they are
always in the process of display.
Display Show exhibits a number of portable exhibition systems from
reworkings of Frederick Kiesler’s display units of the 1920s and 40s,
by Celine Condorelli and Gavin Wade, through to Yelena Popova’s
customised flight case containing paintings with references to
constructivism, Nazi theft and hoarding of artworks. Mobile walls,
plinths and architectural modifications focus on the gestures and
actions of friendship, support and politics within the processes of
producing images, furniture, architecture and communities.

TBG+S has invited artist Rhona Byrne to create an installation for the
gallery, taking into account its architecture and proposing a rethink of
the space by integrating temporary architectural interventions. Byrne’s
new work for TBG+S will consider Temple Bar as a community of groups,
residents, workers and transient tourists, as well as the organisation as
a community of artists and cultural producers.
Rhona Byrne lives and works in Dublin, Ireland. Rhona makes sculptural objects and
spatial environments combining sculpture, performance and processes of participation
that explore a negotiation of object, place and social practice. Recent selected projects
and exhibitions include, Facebook Air program, Dublin; On that Note, Heart of Glass,
Liverpool; Moving Thresholds, National Gallery of Ireland; Verksmi∂jan, Hjalteyri, Iceland;
Cowper Care home, Dublin; Its All up in the Air, Norfolk and Norwich Arts Festival, UK;
Bolthole, Open Studio, Tate Modern and Tate Britain, IMMA and the Bighouse festival.
www.rhonabyrne.com

Through Display Show the artist-designer-curators will make
propositions as to how the physical space of the gallery and ground
floor space, in its context in the larger building and within the Temple
Bar area, could operate to its full potential.
Gavin Wade is an artist-curator and Director of Eastside Projects, Birmingham. In 2010 he
received the Paul Hamlyn Foundation Breakthrough Fund Award for exceptional cultural
entrepreneurs. He has curated solo exhibitions with Samara Scott, Susan Philipsz, Grace
Schwindt, Cao Fei, Gunilla Klingberg, Mike Nelson, Yangjiang Group, William Pope.L, Dan
Graham, Carey Young, Liam Gillick, Simon & Tom Bloor, Joanne Tatham & Tom O’Sullivan,
Nathan Coley and Bas Jan Ader. Curated projects include: Painting Show (2011-12),
Eastside Projects; Public Structures, Guangzhou Triennial, China (2005); and In the Midst
of Things, Bournville (1999). Books include the forthcoming UPCYCLE THIS BOOK (2015);
Has Man A Function In Universe? Book Works (2008); and The Interruptors: A NonSimultaneous Novel, Article Press (2005).

Image: Celine Condorelli, Swindelier (2015), Installation view, Tensta Konsthall. Photograph by Jean-Baptiste Beranger.
Materials: copper pipe, fan, light, lightboard, speaker, mp3 player and track, C-type prints

Image: Rhona Byrne, And on that note. Langtree Rugby Stadium Liverpool, 2014. Photo: Stephen King

CHARLOTTE
PRODGER

Charlotte Prodger
Stoneymollen Trail

Curated by Linsey Young
Friday 4 December 2015 – Saturday 6 February 2016

For her first solo exhibition in Ireland at TBG+S, guest curated by Linsey
Young, Charlotte Prodger will present her recent Margaret Tait Award
winning work, Stoneymollen Trail. This feature length single-screen
video revolves around the idea of screens and how they measure and
mediate subjectivity, and comprises material from multiple formats that
includes an archive of miniDV tapes that Prodger shot between 1999
and 2004, ripped YouTube video, recent footage shot on her iPhone and
HD camera, and screenprinted graphic forms.
Charlotte Prodger was born in 1974 in Bournemouth, England. She lives and works
in Glasgow. Selected Solo Exhibitions include MARKETS, The Block at Chelsea Space,
London, Charlotte Prodger (Commissioned by Glasgow International), McLellan
Galleries, Glasgow(2014), Percussion Biface 1-13, Studio Voltaire, London, JASON
LOEBS. CHARLOTTE PRODGER, Essex Street, New York, ‘:-*’, Intermedia, Glasgow (2012),
handclap/punchhole, Kendall Koppe, Glasgow (2011). Selected Group Exhibitions include
Phantom Limbs, Pilar Corrias, London, Annals of the Twenty-Ninth Century, Wysing Arts
Centre, Wysing (2014), Fwd: Fwd: Rock Splits Boys (with Isla Leaver-Yap), Spike Island,
Bristol. She was shortlisted for the Jarman award in 2013 and won the Margaret Tait
award in 2014. Charlotte Prodger is represented by Kendall Koppe, Glasgow.
Linsey Young is currently Curator at the British Council in London where she is developing
a large scale painting exhibition and accompanying catalogue and a major commission in
Nigeria with Glasgow based artist Laura Aldridge. Before joining the British Council she
held curatorial positions at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art (SNGMA) and
Inverleith House in Edinburgh where she developed exhibitions and commissions with
artists such as: Marc Camille Chaimowicz, Philip Guston, Robert Raushchenberg, Claude
Cahun, Luke Fowler, Karla Black, Sue Tompkins and Martin Boyce. Young formed the
independent gallery YOUNG TEAM in 2013 and continues to present a series of
exhibitions and editions with artists such as Jonathan Meese, Sue Tompkins, Giles
Round and Michael White.

Amie Siegel

AMIE
SIEGEL

Curated by Megs Morley
Friday 19 February – Saturday 2 April 2016

Guest curated by Megs Morley, this exhibition will present the work of
film artist Amie Siegel at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios.

Ranging from photographs, video and film installations to feature films for the cinema,
Amie Siegel’s work has been exhibited in solo and group exhibitions including City of
Disappearances, CCA Wattis, San Francisco; Approximately Infinite Universe, Museum
of Contemporary Art, San Diego; 5th Auckland Triennial, New Zealand; Amie Siegel,
Part 1: Black Moon, Kunstmuseum Stuttgart; The Talent Show, MoMA/PS1, New York;
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; The Russian Linesman, Hayward Gallery, London; 2008
Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York and Forum Expanded,
KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin. Her videos and feature films have been shown
widely including at the Cannes Film Festival, Berlin International Film Festival, New York
Film Festival, Museum of Modern Art, New York; BFI Southbank and The National Gallery
of Art, Washington, D.C. She has been a fellow of the DAAD Berliner-Künstlerprogramm,
Guggenheim Foundation, and is a recipient of the ICA Boston’s 2010 Foster Prize and a
2012 Sundance Institute Film Fund award.

Megs Morley is an independent curator and artist. Currently she is the Curator in
Residence for Galway city, where she has curated a new research and public programme
entitled The Para Institution. Other recent curatorial work include Lines of Sight curated
for EVA International Biennale 2012, and Tulca contemporary art Festival 2011 After the
fall. Her collaborative work with Tom Flanagan has been exhibited in EVA international
Biennale 2014, Station Independent Projects, New York (2014), CCA Derry (2013, Limerick
City Gallery) Rencontres Internationales 2012.

A Margaret Tait Award commission. Funded and supported by Glasgow Film Festival,
Creative Scotland and LUX.

Image: Still from Stoneymollen Trail, Charlotte Prodger, 2015. Single screen HD video, 54 minutes

Image: Amie Siegel, Winter, 2013, high definition from Super-16mm film, 33 minutes, colour/sound,
performance, objects. Courtesy the artist and Simon Preston Gallery, New York.

DUBLIN ART
BOOK FAIR

TALKS +
EVENTS

Dublin Art Book Fair, 5th edition

Talks + Events

Thursday 19, Friday 20, Saturday 21 and Sunday
22 November 2015

Talks and events at TBG+S are free and open to all. Relating to both the
gallery and the studios programmes, this series is a way for visitors to
get a deeper insight into exhibitions and a behind the scenes look at
artistic practices based in the TBG+S building.

Each winter, TBG+S presents the Dublin Art Book Fair, the only event
of its kind in Ireland focusing on art books, artists books, publications,
zines and magazines. 2015 will be the 5th edition of the Fair, which
has become an annual highlight of the programme at TBG+S. In 2015,
we will again present books from over 40 publishers from around the
world, transforming the gallery space into a bookshop specialising in
art and artists’ books for the weekend. There will be a social element
involving food and good coffee, and a programme of talks and
workshops around the subject of books and art. There is also an
open submission section for artists working with books to submit
their publications.

Information and listings on all upcoming planned talks and events can
be accessed on the talks + events section of the TBG+S website.
Gallery talks + events take place around each exhibition, and include
curator led walk-throughs of exhibitions, in-conversations with
exhibiting artists, related screenings and workshops.
‘Relatively speaking’, a monthly tour involving TBG+S, Project Arts
Centre and the Douglas Hyde Gallery takes place monthly and is free
and open to all.
For information on all talks + events see www.templebargallery.com/events

TBG+S
WRITER

TBG+S Writer 2015: Sara Baume

In 2015/16 TBG+S has commissioned author Sara Baume to write a
response to each programmed exhibition. This series of short essays
will be available online, in the gallery and broadcast on RTE’s Arena
radio programme.
Sara Baume studied fine art and creative writing, and has published both criticism and
fiction. In 2014 she won the Davy Byrne’s Short Story Award, and in 2015 she won the
Hennessy Award for New Irish Writing. Her debut novel, Spill Simmer Falter Wither, was
published by Tramp Press in February 2015.

Image: Dublin Art Book Fair 2014

Image: Sarah Baume

Image: Guest curator Rosie Lynch giving a talk at The Pattern Exchange exhibition, February 2015

talks +
events

education

Studio Talks + Events take place throughout the year and include
studio talks, in which artists invite the public into their studios to get
an insight into their work. As well as this, the Studio 6 open programme
presents six-monthly series events, such as reading groups, film
screenings and performance evenings. For more information on how
to make a proposal for use of Studio 6, see the ‘opportunities’ section
of this booklet.

Creative Generations

Other events: in 2016 TBG+S will take part in National Drawing Day
(Saturday 16 May) and Culture night (Friday 25 September) and Dublin
Gallery Weekend (TBC).

By visiting artists at their studios in TBG+S, and participating in two day
collaborative workshops with TBG+S artists in their schools, Students
are given opportunities to view, create, curate and exhibit art. These
experiences positively impact students’ relationship with art and art
making, as well as how they view the world around them.

Gigs at TBG+S
In 2015, TBG+S will continue to present a series of exciting music events
in the Atrium. Keep an eye on our social media pages and our website
for updates!

TBG+S and Mason Hayes and Curran Arts in Education programme 2015
Creative Generations aims to provide access to the diverse range of
contemporary art practices at TBG+S. We do this through workshops
with practising artists and engagements with arts administration and
curation professionals.

The programme in 2015 builds on previous year’s engagement of
studio artists with school children in the creation of new work and in
the curation of an exhibition in Studio 6. It is developed by Jean Mann,
independent education curator, and involves three city centre schools;
St Patricks National School for Girls, St Patricks National School for Boys
and Ringsend Technical College.
In 2014 the programme/partnership won the ‘best small sponsorship’
category at the Allianz Business to Arts awards.
We look forward to again working with Mason Hayes and Curran and
our young artists and young curators on this programme!

Image: Prime Time play at TBG+S Halloween gig HeeBeeGeeBees, 2014

Image: Artist Vanessa Donnosso Lopez giving a workshop to the pupils of St Patrick National School for girls, 2014

Culturefox.ie is the definitive online guide to Irish
cultural events, giving you complete information about
cultural activities both here and abroad.

Lawyers with
a Difference.

To find out what’s on near you right now, visit
Culturefox.ie on your computer or mobile phone.

Download the FREE App
available now for:

iPhone | Android | Blackberry

To find out how
we can help your
business please
contact:
Paul Convery
Partner
t +353 1 614 5203
e pconvery@mhc.ie

MHC.ie

Dublin, London
& New York

Mason Hayes & Curran is delighted to
have won an Allianz Business to Arts
Award in 2014 for our sponsorship
of Temple Bar Gallery + Studios
educational programme.
We look forward to continuing our
partnership for 2015.

Thank you!
Thanks to everyone who visited and supported us in 2014. Our special acknowledgement
to the following group of people who have been especially generous with their time
and expertise.
Staff
Clíodhna Shaffrey (Director)
Rayne Booth (Programme Curator), Anne Kelly (Finance manager + Development
Coordinator) Sophie Behal, Christian Reeves, Kasia Kaminska, Amy Butler, Muriel Foxton,
Michelle Cuddy, Lindsay Schiller, Laura Woulfe, Roisin Hackett Power, Rosin Bohan
Board
Robert Armstrong, Karen Downey, Niall Kelly (chair), Barbara Knezevic, Martin Mackin,
Susan MacWilliam, Neil O’Herlihy, Mark O’ Kelly, Paul Robinson
Curatorial Advisory Panel 2014/15
Karen Downey, Mark O’Kelly, Jim Ricks, Rayne Booth (Programme Curator),
Clíodhna Shaffrey (Director)
All our studio members and exhibiting artists and curators in 2014/15
Priscila Fernandes, Jonathas de Andrade, Edgardo Aragon, Gavin Murphy, Lisa Tan,
Paula Naughton, Caoimhe Kilfeather, Nathaniel Mellors, Damir Očko, Rosie Lynch,
Hollie Kearns, Paul Bokslag, Sarah Browne, Gareth Kennedy, Sarah Lincoln, Fiona
McDonald, Studio Weave
A very special thanks to all the members of our Supporters Club 2014.
Main funders
The Arts Council
Dublin City Council
Corporate sponsor
Mason Hayes & Curran
Other contributors
Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
British Council
Ireland Funds
FRAME Finland
The Finnish Institute
Business to Arts
HIAP – Helsinki International Artists In Residence
David Joyce/Language
Temple Bar Cultural Trust
The Temple Bar Company
Dublin City Arts Office and The Lab
Arts Audiences
Thanks to all of the schools and institutions that took part in the TBG+S
education programme in 2014/15.
All of our visitors and participants THANK YOU!

ThanK you
for your
support

TEMPLE BAR GALLERY + STUDIOS
5-9 Temple Bar
Dublin 2, Ireland
t. + 353 1 671 0073
templebargallery.com
Twitter: TBGandS
Find us on Facebook
Admission free
Gallery Opening Hours
Tuesday to Saturday: 11am – 6pm
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